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THANKS TO:

Thanks to Ma Crane for the vittles and the Major.
Thanks to the FREEP for the use of their equipment. We're returning the goods and Stillman.
Thanks to Balick for the flashlight during the great blackout of May '76.
Thanks to Marilyn for the ice, glasses and other assorted earthy delights.
Thanks to the ever alert and vigilant Babson Security for allowing our photographer's camera equipment etc., to be ripped from his room.
Security again; for constantly locking the boiler room door.
Thanks to the people that stole John Pramberg's car and our checkbook with it.
Thank-you-bye-bye- to Nick's.
THE LAST WORD

This has been a year of changes for both myself and the Babsonian. If nothing else has been accomplished, at least an air of artistic professionalism has been brought to another wise business orientated community.

The first time I met Pat Carney, he described a yearbook editor; "The editor is or has to be an asshole. When the book comes out a success the staff did a great job. When the yearbook is a bomb the editor blew it." Well so be it.

My one production goal had been to put together a yearbook that would stand Babson on its ear. I have since refined that goal. This is a yearbook that includes what previously would have been ignored. If in the passage of time this book grows in meaning, I will have been successful. My charge to future Babsonians is to continue where I have had to stop; to make these pages pages of reflection and discussion.

When I first began this editorship I became most disillusioned, I was engulfed in an unexpected sea of confusion; compounded by the memory of having had a chance to change my mind. At some future date I will realize the true value of this experience.

I dedicate the 1976 Babsonian to; my production and photography staffs: you have made the contributions and sacrifices. These pages are your reward. This will always be your book.

J.B.L.: your unknowing abilities have led me to strive to produce the best yearbook in the history of Babson, if not in the entire college system.

P.F.K.: I will always remember that spring night of mayhem. Within that memory I will always love you for your support.

K.C.: I would never have made it without you. My best always.

K.B.: This is it, we made it to the end. As I write the future is unclear, but our past is priceless; North, null & void, Keith, Team Darkroom, overflowing sinks, jammed up air conditioner, McCullough. We been through it all. Hang tough. 10-4.

Sarah, S.B.: What more can I say but that I grow to love you more each day.

God bless us all.
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